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Ribosomal 5S RNA (5S rRNA) is the ubiquitous RNA
component found in the large subunit of ribosomes
in all known organisms. Due to its small size, abundance and evolutionary conservation 5S rRNA for
many years now is used as a model molecule in
studies on RNA structure, RNA–protein interactions
and molecular phylogeny. 5SRNAdb (http://combio.
pl/5srnadb/) is the first database that provides a
high quality reference set of ribosomal 5S RNAs (5S
rRNA) across three domains of life. Here, we give
an overview of new developments in the database
and associated web tools since 2002, including updates to database content, curation processes and
user web interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
The 5S ribosomal RNA is a ubiquitous component of the
large subunit of the cytoplasmic ribosomes of all organisms.
Together with the ribosomal proteins uL5 (bacterial L5, eukaryotic L11) and uL18 (bacterial L18, eukaryotic L5), 5S
rRNA is located on the interface between ribosomal subunits within the central protuberance (1). The role of 5S
rRNA within the ribosome is not clear, but its presence as
well as that of the associated universal proteins L5 and L18
was shown to be essential for translation in bacteria (2) and
yeast (3).
In eukaryotes, 5S rRNA binds two ribosomal proteins
uL5 and uL18 (4). Apart from the ribosomes, eukaryotic
5S rRNAs are also present in the cell in complexes with
non-ribosomal proteins including La protein (5), transcription factor IIIA (TFIIIA) involved in 5S rRNA gene expression (6) and several other proteins (7). Recently it has been
demonstrated that in mammalian cells, 5S RNP plays an essential role as an inhibitor of MDM2, an E3 ubiquitin lig-

ase involved in the degradation of p53. A consequence of increased concentration of 5S RNP and its binding to MDM2
is stabilization and activation of p53 regulated pathways
(8,9).
The small size, universal occurrence, conservation and
abundance combined with relative ease of its isolation made
5S rRNA an ideal model molecule in studies on RNA
sequence-structure relationship, RNA–protein interactions
and molecular evolution and phylogeny.
The 5SRNAdb is a database dedicated to nucleotide sequences of bacterial, archaeal and eukaryotic (cytoplasmic
and organellar) 5S ribosomal RNAs and their genes.
IMPROVEMENTS/NEW FEATURES IN 5SrRNAdb
Table 1 lists the advancements and new features supported
in the 2016 5SRNAdb update. Major improvements include: (i) over 10-fold increase in number of full length 5S
rRNA sequences and in the number of taxonomic groups;
(ii) development of advanced web tools that allow better access to the database content and data presentation (e.g. dynamic customizable sequence alignments, secondary structure diagrams, sortable tables) and (iii) new user interface
including improved searching, browsing and downloading
tools. Major features of the database interface with instructions are described in the Help section of the webpage.
Updates to database content
In the 2016 update, 11 419 unique nucleotide sequences of
5S rRNAs and 5S rRNA genes including 7291 from Bacteria, 319 from Archaea and 3809 from Eukaryota. The majority of the new sequences included in the current release
of the database were extracted from DNA sequences obtained in genome sequencing projects. In the case of bacterial and archaeal genomes, the sequences of 5S rRNAs were
retrieved from the records for complete genomic sequences
deposited in the RefSeq database (10) and the genomic
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Table 1. The comparison of data and features between 5SRNAdb version 1.0 and 5SRNAdb version 2
Features

Previous version (2002)

Current release

Species
Manually curated unique 5S rRNA sequences
Browsing 5S rRNA genes across
higher-ordered taxons
Annotation of 5S rRNA genes (NCBI,
genomic locations, etc.)
Dynamic graphical visualization
Generation of custom data sets (sequences,
structure diagrams)

764
995
Static browser

7174
11 419
Dynamic browser

No

Yes

No
No

secondary structures, sequence alignments
Yes

The database record
Each individual database record represents a unique 5S
rRNA sequence identified for a particular species. Multiple
5S rRNA sequence variants determined for a single species
are distinguished by the ‘Sequence variant’ field. In addition
to the source organism name and the nucleotide sequence,
each record contains information on the phylogenetic position of the organism linked to the taxonomy resources at
the NCBI. The primary sources of the sequence are listed
as links to the original GenBank records. In the case of sequences that were not deposited in the GenBank, the bibliographic information of the publication from which they
were derived is given. In the ‘Molecule’ field of the record,
we include information on whether the sequence was obtained by direct sequencing of RNA using chemical or enzymatic methods or derived from genomic sequences. Moreover, the records contain information on the secondary
structure that is displayed as a diagram in the record view.
The structure diagrams show nucleotide sequences in the
context of the general secondary structure models containing all positions in the alignments.
When compared with the previous version of the
database (11), the requirement for uniqueness of the sequence within a given species reduced the redundancy of
the data. Identical sequences from the same species deposited under distinct accession numbers in the GenBank
database were previously treated as separate records. In the
current version, these sequences are encapsulated into single records. To improve the data quality we also excluded 5S
rRNA partial sequences.

Structural alignments
The added value of the data in the database are the manually curated structural sequence alignments in which each
column corresponds to a particular position in the secondary structure of 5S rRNA. All 5S rRNA sequences can
be folded into a conserved secondary structure consisting
of five double stranded regions (I–V), and five loops: two
hairpin loops (C and D), two internal loops (B and E) and
a three-helix junction hinge region (loop A) (Figure 1). The
sequence and structure analyses show that closely related
eukaryotic and archaeal type structures differ from the bacterial structure, particularly within the internal loop E (12).
Bacterial 5S rRNAs also show much greater variability in
the length of helix IV and the size of hairpin loop D. The
RNA sequences from several organisms revealed deviations
from the canonical model due to insertions and deletions.
Secondary structure diagrams displayed in the single record
and sequence alignments views show the most general models based on all sequences from a particular group or from
the set defined by the user. The positions corresponding to
gaps in the alignment are shown as dots.
The alignments containing selected sequences, together
with consensus structure diagrams, can be produced from
records found by search or browse tools. Full alignments
for all sequences from three domains of life are available
through the ‘Download’ page.
The sequences selected from the results table are used
to generate secondary structure model for the consensus
sequence derived from the current alignment and the table with the nucleotide statistics at each position. To make
the comparison of alignments and general structure models
possible, both the alignments and secondary structure diagrams include all positions present in the master alignment
of all sequences from respective taxonomic domains (i.e. Archaea, Bacteria and Eukaryota). The secondary structure
diagram is interactive––the nucleotides or base pairs statistics are displayed by pointing at a nucleotide or base pair
symbol, respectively.
To customize the content of the alignment, it is possible to add and remove sequences on the fly from the current view using the panel, listing records or by providing
the record identifier. The new nucleotide statistics and the
secondary structure models are dynamically recalculated to
match the current set of sequences in the alignment. The
custom alignment can also be built from scratch by adding
subsequent search results.
All customized sequence alignments can be downloaded
in FASTA format. In addition to nucleotide sequences, the
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assemblies archives available from the NCBI ftp site (ftp.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria). The coordinates of 5S
rRNA genes were taken from the annotations of respective
records. In the case of unannotated contigs, the candidate
5S rRNA sequences were identified using BLAST.
The eukaryotic 5S rRNA genes were extracted from
genomic assemblies available at the NCBI. The putative
genes were identified in the genomic sequences using a custom pipeline that includes search for candidate regions by
BLAST, followed by identification of conserved sequence
elements and quality steps to exclude sequences that are too
short or those that do not meet the structural criteria of 5S
rRNA.
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A new user interface

Figure 1. Diagrams of the secondary structure models of 5S rRNAs from
Bacteria (A), Archaea (B) and Eukaryota (C). The structures are based
on the multiple sequence alignments of all 5S rRNAs in the current release of the database. The numbering of nucleotides in the structures corresponds to numbering of the positions in the alignments. The nucleotide
symbols used in diagrams are according to IUBMB nomenclature. N–any
nucleotide; Y–pyrimidine R–purine; W–A or U/T; S–G or C; M–A or C;
K–G or U/T. The diagrams were produced using tools available from the
database.

The user interface of the 5S rRNA database was completely
redesigned to incorporate several user-oriented solutions
enhancing the efficiency of the data mining experience. All
browsing and searching results are now presented as separate, clearly named windows with both graphical elements
providing contextual clues as well as mouse-over tooltips.
Users can adjust the amount of information that is present
on each page, as any window can be dynamically wrapped
up or expanded. Depending on the data type, each of the
windows may contain tools for data presentation like sorting, filtering and changing data source allowing user to generate customizable and integrated results.
Through a new ‘Comment’ feature, users can remark on
any 5S rRNA record present in the database and start discussions. Our goal is to encourage feedback from the bioscience community in terms of verifying the information we
provide, as well as obtaining relevant data either from the
ongoing research or from the previous research, both published and unpublished.
CONCLUSION

files also contain the secondary structure information in
bracket notation.
Database access
The updated version of 5S rRNA database offers a new,
modern graphical interface that allows querying and ex-

With the addition in the new version of the novel data as
well as advanced mining and visualization tools, 5SRNAdb
continues to be the most comprehensive and integrated resource of up-to-date information on 5S ribosomal genes
and structural profiling. These new data and web tools will
be valuable for comparative sequence analysis and development of better methods of the annotation of 5S rRNA genes
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ploring of all contained information. The data from the
database can be accessed in three different ways: (i) text
search, (ii) taxonomic browser and (iii) similarity BLAST
search. The individual records from the database can be retrieved by querying for a particular record identifier, species
or a higher taxon name. Many of the sequences were originally published under different species names than reported
in the current GenBank records. To address this, in the current version of the database the search supports primary scientific names as well as their synonyms and common names
as listed in the NCBI Taxonomy database (13). The records
matching the query are shown in a tabular form providing
record identifier, organism name, sequence length and the
type of sequenced molecule (RNA or DNA). By turning the
‘RNA only’ option on, the database search can be limited to
records containing sequences that were obtained by direct
(enzymatic or chemical) RNA sequencing methods.
Another novel feature in the updated user interface includes an improved taxonomic browser that allows retrieval
of individual sequences from a particular organism as well
as sets of sequences from related species. The classification
of organisms used by the browser is based on the NCBI Taxonomy Database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy).
The numbers shown along with taxon name indicate the
quantity of species and records associated with each node.
The tree-based interface allows a user to select either the
single species (last node) or any intermediate junction to
retrieve records for all species included within a particular
taxonomic branch.
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and 5S rRNA-like sequences. In the future, we plan to expand the scope of the 5SrRNAdb by incorporating the 5S
rRNA-binding proteins.
AVAILABILITY
5SRNAdb is freely available at http://www.combio.pl/
5srnadb/. All data that have been used to create the database
can be downloaded from the web page and from interactive
windows, and can be used in subsequent data-mining applications.
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